
Keg & Pallet
Tracking

Improve efficiency with user-friendly web and mobile software Stay in control with RF Identity

 Standardizing your processes in tracking, delivery confirmation and 

inventory control can easily identify and eliminate the costly errors from 

origination of the product to number of day at the customer's location.  From 

order origination to point of sale the keg is never out of touch due to tracking 

through customizable alerts and tracking of the products. 

Proud Partner with Alien Technologies

Top Benefits
Inventory Tracking

Exit/Entry Points Elimina�ng The�

Digital Signature for Order Verifica�on

Automate Billing

Geo-Loca�on of Deliveries

Integrate with you Accoun�ng

Handheld Mobile Apps

Automate Inventory

Reduce Stale Keg Loss

Item Verifica�on at Loading Docks
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Standardizing Your Processes



Automate Inventory Eliminate Stale Kegs

Trackin Your Daily
Production Billing System
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- Melanie, Operations Manager, Parkland

 RF Identity streamlines your business process 
allowing for a flow of information from when the 
order was placed until it leaves the facility.  RF 
Identity inventory system tracks your supplies to 
ensure they remain at an optimum level for 
operation.  This gives management the tools it needs 
to keep business running smoothly and eliminates 
overstocking.

By tracking production and inventory dates RF 
Identity allows you to maximize production per 
product eliminating the dreadful stale kegs that 
eliminates losses due to lack of inventory 
tracking.  A spin off benefit is delivered products 
can be accessed per customer to avoid the 
returned keg as you now have back up for 
companies not using the FIFO model.

RF Identity eliminates the challenge of order 
verification.  Our tracking solution delivers 
instant order information started order arrives at 
the office.  Your order status can easily be pulled 
up allowing the customer to maintain their 
schedules based off of on time deliveries.

Through an advanced financial component 
companies can can manage account receivables 
to the customer.  Our billing module allows for a 
quick turn around by automatically sending 
invoices based off of a delivery backed up by 
disgital signature verification.  Customized 
exports to your ERP system is the final layer, 
thereby eliminating all manual data entry.


